
Highly qualified,
                            easy to convert leads



Increase Demand
Accelerate Growth
Harvest91 attracts   quali!ed customers   to 
your business through   superior content  and 
interactions that are relevant   and   helpful. 
We build   trust   and   credibility   for your  
brand while address ing  the   problems   and   
needs   of   your   ideal customers. Harnessing 
the power of social   media, search   engines, 
and blogs, our inbound approach delivers 
interested prospects straight to your inbox.
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OUR PROCESS



Attract
We  tailor your content to  the   people   who   
are   most   likely   to   become hot leads,   and,   
ultimately,   happy   customers.   

Convert
Now that   we’ve   attracted  the right  visitors,   
the   next   step   is   to   convert them  into   
leads   by   gathering contact   information.   
In exchange we provide valuable   content,   
like   eBooks, whitepapers,   or   tip   sheets .

Close
At   this   stage  we transform  leads   into   
customers by employing powerful 
marketing   tools like CRM, Closed-loop 
Reporting, Email, and Automation.

Delight
Once the sale is complete we continue  to   
engage   with,  charm,   and upsell  current   
customer s who become  happy   promoters 
that love your  organization , 
products and services.

Our team in your corner is 
money in your pocket.



Harvest the Fruits of Success
Tailored,  targeted   content,  marketing   
actions   and   tools, multi-channel 
interaction, and proper integration work 
like a customer magnet that empowers   
them  to   buy   when   they   are   ready.  
 
For more than  35   years we   have   been   
helping   businesses   succeed with strategic 
internet marketing  . Contact us now to 
schedule a free   consultation and learn 
how harvest91 can help you attract more 
customers and increase your ROI.

OUR SUCCESS DRIVEN
INBOUND  METHODOLOGY

Content   Creation   +   Distribution

Lifecycle   Marketing

Personalization

Multi-Channel Interaction

Integration

Your customers find you, 
wherever they are. 



Schedule  a  
FREE   Consultation

We   have been   helping   our   clients   succeed   for 
over 35 years.  Call or visit harvest91.com now 
to schedule a free   30-minute   consultation   
with  a  senior   strategist, and learn how our 
marketing philosophy can  maximize  the  value   
of your internet marketing by creating new 
customers and growing your ROI. 

harvest91.com
415.615.2700
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